Diagnostic Errors: Impact of an Educational Intervention on Pediatric Primary Care.
The purpose of our study was to determine the impact of an educational program on a provider's knowledge related to diagnostic errors and diagnostic reasoning strategies. A quasi-experimental interventional study with a multimedia approach, case study discussion, and trigger-generated medical record review at two time points was conducted. Measurement tools included a test developed by the National Patient Safety Foundation, Reducing Diagnostic Errors: Strategies for Solutions Quiz, additional diagnostic reasoning questions, and a trigger-generated process to analyze medical records. Knowledge related to diagnostic errors statistically improved from the pretest to posttest scores with sustained 60-day differences (p < .025). Although there was a decline in the proportion of patients returning with the same chief complaint within 14 days, this was not statistically significant (p < .15). When providers were confronted with an unrecognizable clinical presentation, they reported an increased use of a "diagnostic timeout" (p < .038). Providers developed an increased awareness of the presence of diagnostic errors in the primary care setting, the contributing risk factors for a diagnostic error, and possible strategies to reduce diagnostic errors. These factors had an unexpected impact on changing the primary care practice model to enhance the continuity of patient care.